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TIMESAVERS ORIGINALS OVERVIEW

A return table makes it possible to have one machine operator, because the parts will be brought back 

to the front of the machine.

RETURN TABLE

Benefits
 Process more products in the same time.
 Increases operators’ efficiency, because he can 

stay at one place and continue feeding parts.
 Durable construction. Aluminium enforced 

carriage.
  Strong conveyor belt. Low maintenance and 

long lifetime.

Motorised execution
180˚ right curve directly out of machine + 
straight table length back to the frontside of 
machine. 

Standalone installation
Speed of conveyor can be separately adjusted 
on cabinet at end of table.
Emergency on/off buttons on table are 
connected to machines’ buttons.

Restrictions:
 Max load per m2; (up to 100 kg).
 Standard machine opening 0-20 mm. Machine with constant pass 0 - 100 mm.
 Straight table with bend; 180˚ to front of machine (inc. front table).
 Belt speed: 0.5-8 m p/min (incl. drive motor).
 Belt height: 840-940 mm (constant pass to 1040 mm).

SERIES SIZES ITEM NUMBER 180˚ 
CURVE + TABLE

ITEM NUMBER
MACHINE
PREPARATION

DELIVERY
TIME

22 600 WRB* 2500 x 600 x 850 mm 00138822 461926 12 weeks

22 600 WRBW** 3000 x 600 x 850 mm 00138823 461927 12 weeks

32 1100 RB* 2500 x 1100 x 850 mm 00138824 461928 12 weeks

32 1100 WRB/RBW/WRBW/RBW/
HWRB**

3000 x 1100 x 850 mm 00138825 461929 12 weeks

42 1350 RB* 4000 x 1350 x 850 mm 00138826 461930 12 weeks

42 1350 WRB/WRBW/ WWRBW/
RBW/HWRB**

4500 x 1350 x 850 mm 00138831 461931 12 weeks

42 1600 RB* 4000 x 1550 x 850 mm 00138834 461937 12 weeks

42 1600 WRB/WRBW** 4500 x 1550 x 850 mm 00138835 461938 12 weeks
*   other executions required if machine equipped with; constant pass, conveyor cleaning brush, mirrored execution
** machine preparation executed for conveyor cleaning brush execution

Machine preparation:
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TIMESAVERS ORIGINALS OVERVIEW

The buffer table is an extension of the in- and/or outfeed tables, designed to improve the efficiency and 

flexibility of the Timesavers machines during the process of loading and unloading.

BUFFER TABLE

Benefits
 Process more products on the machine.
 Suitable for small and larger parts.
 Table is on wheels, can be moved easily.
 Improve operators efficiency.
 When not required (or for maintenance) table 

can be unhooked from machine and relocated.
 Foldaway stopper for longer products.
 Durable table construction.
 Strong rollers belt with a long lifetime .

When loading the machine with metal 
products, there is often no one who takes out 
the processed ones. A buffer table assures the 
parts will be gathered when processed and can 
be collected when desired. The operator does 
not have to walk to the back of the machine 
and can continue feeding parts, which saves 
time and increases productivity. 

Restrictions:
 Max load per m2; (up to 100 kg).
 Min dimensions parts 50 x 50 mm.
 Belt height: 840-940 mm (constant pass to 1040 mm).

Machine preparation

SERIES SIZES ITEM NUMBER OUTFEED 
TABLE

ITEM NUMBER 
MACHINE 
PREPARATION

DELIVERY 
TIME

22 600 RB series* 2000 x 600 x 850 mm 00138821 461918 12 weeks

32 1100 RB series* 2000 x 1100 x 850 mm 00138817 461920 12 weeks

42 1350 RB series* 2000 x 1350 x 850 mm 00138818 461922 12 weeks

42 1600 RB series* 2000 x 1600 x 850 mm 00138816 461922 12 weeks

* other executions required if machine equipped with; constant pass, conveyor cleaning brush, mirrored execution
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